International Tribunal of Crimes of Church and State
International Commite on Nuclear Justice
Baltic Sea Indigenous Court

Common Law Warrant on Corporation Abolition to all the owners and leaders of the fictitious
corporations imitating national states and central and corporate banks.
Issued under the authority of the IWO Court of Godland verdict due to genocide of indigenous
people and citizens through matrix of genocidal nuclear war systems and depopulation matrix.

This Warrant empowers the bearer to abolish any organisation that is known to have harmed or
violated indigenous people of any region through the webb of nuclear war systems. If any
spirited indigenous person proclaims abolition of a corporation, abolition of that corporation has
to be registered by any state within a month without demanding any fees and regardless of the
laws of the people. Divine order establishes that only the living of flesh and blood share the
resources of mother nature. No corporation has common rights.
This Warrant has universal jurisdiction and may be applied in any country regardless of its
statutory provisions. The police and judicial powers are required to assist in the execution of this
Warrant, or refrain from interfering with its execution under the pain of being charged with
obstructing justice and being an accessory to crimes of genocide.
This Warrant is valid for ever. It is issued by the authority of Indigenous World Order of
Godland and with the full weight of Natural and Unalienable Rights and the Rights of Indigenous
Nations within Love Order of Indigenous Godland.
_______________________________________________
Authorizing Peace Officers
Martins Ots
Anders Rydberg
T
0046-790 392 422

Magnus Johansson

_______________________________________________
Date of Issuance 20.05.(1)2018.
Common Law Grand Jury Warrant No. 120180520-188, Case Docket No. PO-WOCG-188-12018. The
International Common Law Court of Justice, Brussels itccsoffice@gmail.com in coop with Baltic
Sea Indigenous Court of IWOG of Godland bsi.court@lege.net and ICNJ, Stockholm info@ifrrr.org
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Memorandum on the Organized Disappearance, Torture,
Exploitation and Murder of Women, Children and Men of the
World through Corporations of Criminal Nuclear War Systems.
Summary from Eyewitnesses and spirit of the Decree
20.05.12018.
Matter & Decree
1. An organized system of abduction, exploitation, torture, exile and murder of large numbers of
women, men and children appears to exist on mother Earth, and is operated by corporations, any
state police department, any state judiciary, any state government and any federal government,
including their military.
2. This system is highly funded and linked to criminal organizations of Satanist cannibals in
various churches, and foreign mobsters from Russia, UK, Netherlands, Rome, Switzerland and
the USA who through central banks steel the money from the nations to invest it in genocidal
corporations obsessed with Satanism and imposing nuclear war systems on the world. It is
funded in part by a massive drug trade and child trafficking, with which it is intimately
connected.
3. This cannibal system is crusader-centuries-old and has been supplied with women, men and
children of aboriginal origin with the paid collusion of lawyers, clergy and officials of Roman
Catholic and other Christian church, and Islamic Mosques, Jewish Synagogues, and any other
corporate churches of the world, along with state-funded aboriginal leaders and officials of any
of state government departments, where states are not governed by the indigenous people but
are in the net of an automated and in the end suicidal mega corporation filled with people
programmed into merchants-biorobots that are systemically murdering the aboriginal people
(physically or by identity loss) and expropriating their lands, their homes, any of their resources
and even their children.
4. This system is international in scope, any land being one spoke in a wheel of pedophilia, sex
slavery, human organ black markets, “snuff” films and violent child pornography that has outlets
throughout the world, particularly in Kanada, USA, Russia, China and Thailand.
5. The agreement at Holyrood Castle in Edinburgh, on September 16 2010, was made by Pope
Benedict and Queen Elizabeth who adopted the notorious law for the absorption of the Anglican
church back into the Church of Rome. It compels all Anglican clergy to subvert the laws of their
own countries by protecting child rapists in their ranks, silencing victims and not telling the
police of the crime. Pope Benedict resigned on February 11, 2013, followed in August by the
equally unexpected resignation of Vatican Secretary of State Cardinal Tarcisio Bertone, who
helped to broker the Holyrood Agreement.
6. This system relies upon a network of complicity extending to the highest levels of power in all
occupied nations, involving coroners, judges, doctors, clergy, politicians and social workers, as
well as the media. It also relies upon a network of “body dumping grounds” and mass graves,
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located in cemeteries of rural areas of any church and Crown land, where human remains are
regularly disposed of by official officers due to poverty, loneliness and disease of the victims of
the dysfunctional, divine order forgotten society.
7. This system is kept in place because of a practice and philosophy of unofficial tolerance and
protection by the established police, judicial, military, church and governmental institutions in
the states and communities. The crimes committed by individual officers of the police, churches,
court and government against women, men and children caught in this Satanic nuclear war
system are well known and tolerated by the institutions that are guilty of the crime of pretending
to be representatives of a state where power belongs to the people, when in fact it belongs to the
Federal Reserve Bank (FRB) owners who have racist agenda of eliminating the races.
8. The Federal Reserve Bank owners are guilty of imposing war economy on the populations of
the whole world and contaminating the planet with genetical mutations causing substances massmurdering all living systems. The source of peoples food chain and life style – millions of
years old common seas and rivers and lands have been contaminated by the FRB war projects
through corporations and many of them will be poisonous until the end of times now. The
question of safe disposal of the mountains of nuclear waste is the question of life on Earth.
9. That is why Federal Reserve Bank that holds genocidal grip over societies of the world
has been abolished by Baltic Sea Indigenous peoples Court (bsrrw.org / labie.lv) and all
the corporate systems are ordered to reorganize themselves into environment friendly
units that are managed by loving and spirited indigenous people of each territory in
direct contact with the Divine Leaders – the Gods of Love, Peace and Welfare.
10. War is criminalized and You have to get out of the war economy systems that are all
driven by the black magic US Dollar currencies that have to be replaced by real money
that is controlled by the people themselves in local communities. For that You have to be
in Your own coupon societies to share the resources and the fruit of Your work to
everybody in your community, prioratising cultural expansion of the native people who
have authority from above and know how to establish Divine Order.
11. If You have received this warrant You have to immediately write and sign a binding
promise to the Diarchs of Indigenus World Order of Godland to within a month totally
reorganize Your activities into by indigenous peoples chiefs managed oxa cooperatives
of citizen state-societies, eliminating the matrix of Criminal Nuclear War Systems, into
safe systems that protect any one that You affect, or Your genocidal organization will be
closed within a week and its management is facing the verdict of capital punishment for
crimes of genocide and democide. You may apply for amnesty becoming oxa Billionare.
12. If You don’t follow these Decrees You will be guilty of Crimes against Humanity and
all Living Systems of Mother Earth and You will be arrested due to the Verdict on Your
Crimes of Genocide. If justice fails the direct effect of Your crimes will be the End of
Times as the Gods may decide that this mankind is not worthy of being supported as You
are too easily turned into heartless bio-robots, slaves of Satan.
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May the Gods be with us in our work to restore the Divine systems of Love, Peace and Welfare.
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